PRESS RELEASE

Mölndal March 17, 2020

Growing partner network in Europe – new distributor in Romania
This press release is based on the press release published in Swedish on March 17th, 2020.
Parans has entered into agreement with a new partner for the Romanian market. The
Parans system, leading natural sunlight deep into buildings, continues to raise interest
and become relevant in more countries in Europe.

Parans has expanded the partner network in Europe with Eutron Invest Romania Srl (”Eutron”), as a new distributor in Romania. Eutron is a well-established company in Romania,
that offers several different solutions in banking, retail, healthcare, logistics, education and
has a network of players within relevant target groups for Parans. The company has headquarters in Bucharest with service offices throughout the country and more than 100 employees. Parans solution fits well in the company’s product portfolio, which is constantly expanding and focused on products that are sustainable, both for humans and the environment.
Parans and Eutron have had a dialogue during the latest couple of months, which has already resulted in both Eutrons participance in a sustainability event in Bucharest where Parans solutions have been highlighted and attracted interest in relevant target groups and a
first training opportunity in the framework of Parans’ onboarding program of new partners.
- We are pleased that our partner network is expanding and warmly welcomes Eutron, says
Fredrik Johansson, Senior Vice President Sales & Marketing at Parans. The company is very
professional and has already aroused interest in several large companies when Parans’ solution has been presented in various contexts.
For more information, please contact:
Anders Koritz, CEO at Parans Solar Lighting AB (publ), phone +46 733 211635, anders.koritz@parans.com www.parans.com
About Parans Solar Lighting AB (publ)
Parans Solar Lighting offers sunlight for indoor environments through an innovative system that captures and leads the rays
of the sun. Parans, which developed the technology, turns mainly to property owners, architects and larger employers
worldwide. Parans Solar Lighting is quoted on Spotlight Stock Market and has office in Mölndal, Sweden.
How the Parans system work: https://youtu.be/eflcbj2lpWo

